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AGRICULTURAL SHOWS, WAGIN 
Statement by Member for Wagin 

MR T.K. WALDRON (Wagin - Deputy Leader of the National Party) [12.52 pm]:  In the past two weeks I 
have attended three very successful agricultural shows in my electorate at Tambellup, Kojonup and Narrogin.  
This Saturday I will attend the Katanning show, and in November the Bridgetown show.  I am sure these shows 
will be as successful as the other three. 

Country shows have come under a lot of pressure over the past few years.  In some cases their future has been 
threatened.  However, once again we have seen the initiative, ingenuity, hard work and belief of local country 
people who have, with great support, reinvigorated these events that are so important to our local communities.  
These shows provide a wonderful opportunity for agricultural producers to exhibit their stock and produce, 
businesses to show and exhibit, and the public to exhibit and take part in displays etc.  These events not only are 
crucial to our communities, agriculture and business, but also provide wonderful entertainment and a day out for 
social interaction, fun and enjoyment by families and people of all ages. 

I sincerely thank and congratulate all those people responsible for the management, organisation and promotion 
of these shows and also the local businesses and organisations that sponsor and support these local events. 

From the smaller but unique Tambellup and Kojonup shows to the larger Narrogin, Katanning and Bridgetown 
shows to the huge Wagin Woolorama in March, these events provide great entertainment, enjoyment and fun for 
all and will continue to be important dates on the country calendar. 

I congratulate the presidents - Terry Park of Narrogin, Peter Bilney of Kojonup; Alan Wilmott of Tambellup, 
Frank Thygesen of Katanning and Jan Baxter of Wagin - and their committees. 
 


